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Abstract: There are indeed some evidences of interplay between Arabic and Yorùbá languages in spite of the distance in space between the two cultures. This invariably shows the universality of language which erodes the constraints of distance and on social organisation and interaction. The nexus between both languages is evident in the multitude of Arabic loan words and expressions found in Yorùbá language. This paper, therefore, gives an insightful examen of the Arabic and Yorùbá languages, their speakers, as well as the varieties of both languages, vis-à-vis the standard and colloquial ones. It also probes into the influence of Arabic on Yorùbá language and culture, and equally highlights the Arabic loan words in Yorùbá language in a bid to establishing the relationship between the two languages. The paper employed the sampling method and the data were content analysed.
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I. The Arabic Language and its Speakers

Arabic belongs to the Semitic language family which are as Aramaic, Hebrew, Amharic and South Arabic like Sabean, Himyaritic and others, most of which are now ‘dead’ or almost ‘dead’. The Semitic languages have a recorded history which goes back thousands of years - one of the most extensive continuous archives of documents belonging to any human language group.

Arabic has assumed its place as an international language twice – during the Golden Age of Islam and in our modern times. An examination of the literary activities between 9th and 12th centuries reveals that more works: philosophical, medical, historical, religious, astronomical and geographical were produced in Arabic than through any other tongue. Currently, Arabic is one of the six official languages of the United Nations (UN). Other languages being: English, French, Mandarin (a standardized variety of Chinese), Russian and Spanish. It has also been made a working language in the African Union (AU), formerly known as Organisation of African Unity (OAU). Of recent, it has been reinstated as a second tongue in the Republic of Iran, Pakistan, as well as the Southern part of the Philippines.

Furthermore, Arabic has become the lingua franca of many Muslims across the globe. Right from the conquest of the Muslim armies at the early stage of Islam, Arabic has been the language of the Qur’an and Islam par excellence. It has since served as the suitable tongue with which a Muslim could approach Allah in worship other than supplication, as no one who embraces Islam could avoid, at least, some use of Arabic. None of the world known languages, whether Greek, Latin, etc. has ever attained world stature as did classical Arabic, a language that is well suited to interact favourably with other idioms. According to Joel Carmicheal:

The possibilities in Arabic for the use of figurative language are endless; its allusiveness tropes and figures of speech place it far beyond the reach of any other language… Arabic loses on translation but all other languages gain on being translated into Arabic.

Today, speakers of Arabic language known as ‘Arabs’ constitute most of the population of Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates (UAE), the West Bank and Yemen. However, they could also be found elsewhere in the world. There is no gainsaying the fact that Arabic is still expanding world-wide. About 300 million use it as a mother tongue and another, numbering about 800 million as a religious language. Indeed, it continues to be a living vibrant language, revered by Muslims and non-Muslim Arabs throughout the world.

II. Varieties of the Arabic Language

Practically, there are two living varieties of Arabic coexisting in the Arab countries. These are the classical Arabic (العربية الفصحى) and colloquial language (العامية) al-‘Āmmiyyāh (Spoken Arabic dialects). While the former serves as the vehicle for all written communication throughout the whole Arabic-speaking world owing to its uniformity and mutual intelligibility, the latter varies greatly from one locality to another, even amongst the elites. At this juncture, it is worthwhile to say categorically that standard Arabic is not the native language of any speakers. This is because nobody is brought
up speaking standard Arabic. Conversely, everyone starts out learning the dialect (عامة - ‘Armiyyah) of the area in which they live, and as they proceed to achieve literacy in an educational environment, they subsequently learn standard Arabic (فصى - ‘Usmih), a simplified version of Qur’anic Arabic which unites the people. It is indeed, the written language of all the Arab lands, used in newspapers, schools, television and radio. Among myriad of dialects existing in the Arab countries, the dialect of the Quraysh of the Northern Adnanite Arabic language was regarded as the purest and richest, vocabulary-wise. Nowadays, it is the mostly used Semitic tongue, surpassing all others in its wealth of synonyms, harmonious patterns, concision clarity and eloquence. The fact being that, the Quraysh were, as at then, far removed on all sides from the lands of the non-Arabs who could easily distort or pollute their language. Next to them are their neighbouring tribes, the likes of: the Thaqīf, the Hudhayl, the Khaza’ah, the Banu Kinānah, the Ghatafan, the Banū Asad, and the Banū Tamīm. However, the linguistic habit of other tribes living farther away from the Quraysh was not perfect due to their contact with non-Arab Persians, Byzantines and Abyssinians. These tribes include the Rabī’ah, the Lakhm, the Judham, the Ghassan, the Ṣyād, the Quda’ah, and the Arabs of Yemen.

In fact, what strengthens distortion, pollution, or corruption of Arabic language particularly after the Muslim conquest was that the then upcoming generation were at the cross road as they heard other ways of expressing their minds than the ways the Arabs did. The proliferation of the non-Arabs in the Arab communities gave these classes of people the liberty to express themselves the way they liked, as they adopted new ways of expressing themselves from both sides and thus brought about a new linguistic habit which was in contrast with the first one.

Besides, the Quraysh were the custodians of Islamic sanctuary and as well the major controller of Arabian economy. The Quraysh have been playing prominent role in hosting other neighbouring Arabian tribes in the annual fare of ‘Ukāz of the pre-Islamic era.

III. Yorùbá Language and its Speakers:

Yorùbá language belongs to the Kwa family within the Niger-Congo phylum of African languages. It is spoken mainly in the LOOOOE states (Lagos, Ṣọ́ọ, Ọṣun, Ọgún, Ọndó and Ẹkìtì) which constitute the old Western state of Nigeria. In addition, in most parts of Kwárá and some parts of Kogi states of Nigeria, Yorùbá is also spoken. It is regarded as one of the major languages in the country, others being Hausa and Igbo. The speakers of Yorùbá are also found outside the western boundaries of Nigeria; in the south-eastern part of the Republic of Benin (formerly Dahomey) and Togo. Akinkugbe (1978)says that its speakers are also found in other West African states and beyond:

Yorùbá communities are reportedly found in other West African countries like Sierra Leone and Ghana. Their existence in these areas has resulted partly from migration from Nigeria, and partly from resettlement of slaves in free town, Sierra Leone, after the slave trade of between the 16th and 19th centuries. It is interesting to note that Yorùbá communities are also reportedly found in the West Indies and South American, particularly in Cuba and Brazil. These communities are offshoots of slaves transported from the West African coast during the slave trade.

The fact that Yorùbá is still spoken in Brazil and Cuba has long been noted in Turner (1958) who argues that a number of surviving speakers of Yorùbá language can be found in the United States of America as well as New World regions. The present speakers of Yorùbá in Brazil and Cuba, in the words of Hunt, are known as Nago and Lucumi respectively.

Watkins (1972) also avers that the descendants of slaves in Cuba and Brazil have really helped in the preservation of Yorùbá. According to him, people whose ancestors entered Brazil as free immigrants are not left out of this giant stride. He equally observes that the specimens of Yorùbá culture are generally less difficult to obtain in West African peoples than those in many other peoples of Saharan Africa. Recent studies have also revealed that Yorùbá is gradually receiving more attention abroad than it is at home (that is, on the shores of Nigeria). A Yorùbá scholar, Adewole avers:

Yorùbá is one the minority languages in the United States of America. …the Universities where Yorùbá is being studied in United States as a foreign language are more than the Universities where Yorùbá is being studied in Nigeria. Whereas there are about ten Universities in Nigeria where Yorùbá is being taught as a subject, there are about sixteen Universities in the United States where students learn Yorùbá. Some of these Universities are Yale University, University of Wisconsin, University of Florida and Ohio State University. The language is also being taught at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London and the University of Birmingham, both in Britain.

He further highlights the efforts being made to sustain the tempo of this development, parts of which include sending of students from the Department of Education in United States of America to Ọbafeji Awolewo University, Ilé-Ifé to learn Yorùbá for eight weeks, since the year 1993, as well as the research grant given by this same Department for the development of Yorùbá Living Dictionary on the internet. The site of this...
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Dictionary is www.Yorùbá@georgiasouthern.edu. Another giant stride in this direction, according to him, is availability of series of articles in the Yorùbá Wikipedia, a free Yorùbá encyclopaedia on Yorùbá on internet, at www.yor.wikipedia.org. It is also gratifying to note that students from United States of America are coming in batches to study Yorùbá Language in the Department of Linguistics and African Languages, University of Ibadan.

IV. Varieties of the Yorùbá Language:

The exact number of varieties existing in Yorùbá Language is yet to be discovered. Nevertheless, the most well known and documented being the Standard variety (that is, Standard Yorùbá, also referred to as literal Yorùbá, the Yorùbá koiné or common Yorùbá and at times simply as Yorùbá) which serves as a kind of Lingua franca among speakers of the other varieties of the language. It is the written form of the language. Indeed, it is the variety used for broadcasting, publication and in teaching in schools.

Other varieties otherwise known as Yorùbá dialects are classified as follows according to the account of Adewole (1987) quoting Oyelaran (1978):

a) West-Yorùbá (WY)
   1) Ōyo, Ibadan, Êgbà, Ohorì-Ifohin
   2) Upper Ôgùn (Ôkè Ôgùn)
   i) Šâkì, Îljò
   ii) Kènu, Sabèè
   3) Benin and Togo
      Ìfè (Togo), Ìdàsà, Ìmànìgì

b) South-East Yorùbá (SEY)
   1) Òndo, Òwò
   2) Ìjèbù
   3) Îkàlè, Îlàjè

c) Central Yorùbá (CY)
   Îlè-Ìfè, Ìjèrà, Òkitù

d) Northern Eastern Yorùbá (NEY)
   (1) Îgbòminà, Kakanda, Íbòlò
   (2) Jùmù, Ìbùn, Òwòrò, Òwè Egbe.

A close look at this classification shows a slight modification of what Adetugbọ in his dialectological study earlier observed. He views Yorùbá dialect continuum as consisting over fifteen varieties and thereafter classifies these varieties into three major dialect areas: Northwest; Central; and Southeast. However, it should be noted that with this classification, clear boundaries can never be drawn because peripheral areas of dialectal regions often have some similarities to adjoining dialects. The classification goes thus:

- North-West Yorùbá (NWY)
  Abéòkùta, Ibadàn, Ôyò, Ôsun and Lagos State.

- Central Yorùbá (CY)
  Ìgbòminà, Ìfò, Òkitù, Òfùn and ìjèrà areas.

- South-East Yorùbá (SEY)
  Ìbùn, Òndo, Òwò, Ósùgùn and part of Ìjèbù.

Of all these, the standard Yorùbá is said to be quite close to the Ôyò dialect. This, according to scholars is not unconnected with the advantages it has over all others. These include the fact that Ôyò Empire happened to be the largest and most powerful of the kingdoms established by the Yorùbás. Legend also has it that the Alaafìn of Ôyò (that is, one of the most important Yorùbá kings) wielded so great a power in the past that other kings in Yorùbá land were paying homage to him.

In addition, the influence of the late Bishop Ajayi Crowther, an Oyo-Yorùbá, on how Yorùbá language was reduced to writing could be said to have played a major role in the matter, hence, the decision to adopt the Ôyò dialect orthography in respect of the select Yorùbá proverbs in this work.
V. Influence of Arabic on the Yorùbá Language and Culture

This is not an attempt to re-open an age long controversial statement made by Rev. Samuel Johnson, the Yorùbá clergyman whose History of the Yorùbás was published in 1921, that Yorùbá race emanated from amongst the Arabs. According to him, the Yorùbás are said to have sprung from Lamurudu one of the kings of Mecca whose offsprings were Oduduwa, the ancestor of the Yorùbá, the kings of Gogobiri and the Kukawa, two tribes in the Hausa country. Johnson assumption can be controverted for his assertion that the reign of Lamurudu - Namurudu (a dialectic modification of the name Nimra) appeared to have been a considerable time after Prophet Muhammad (P.B.O.H.). What a wrong assumption! The former had reigned during the time of Prophet Ibrahim (A.S.W) while the latter came centuries later.

Johnson also tried to link the origin of the term ‘Yorùbá’ to Yarba, the first permanent settlement in Africa, of the supposedly descendant of Nimrod (Phoenicians) who were led in war to Arabia, settled there and thereafter driven by a religious persecution to Africa. He maintained that Yarba is the same as Yarriba, the Hausa’s term for Yorùbá. Another source also reveals that the term ‘Yorùbá’ has its origin from the phrase, “yi o ra ebo” or “yorobó” meaning “(he) will make sacrifices.” Here, reference is being made to Ebo (the ritual sacrifice that complements Ifá divination) in Yorùbá spirituality.

Arabic, being the language of the Qur’an and a vehicle of Islamic culture has influenced the languages of the Muslim peoples of which the Yorùbás are not an exception. This has invariably resulted in syntactical and lexical borrowings. Among other languages that have been tremendously influenced by Arabic are: Asia, Persia, Turkish, Urdu and Malay. Other African languages that acquired loans from Arabic words and expressions include: Somali, Swahili, Madinka, Wolof, Hausa, Fulfulde and Kânûr. This act of borrowing shows that Yorùbá language is indeed a living language. Salami (1982) has long observed this when he wrote:

One of the characteristics of a living language is that it must reflect the changes in the culture and life of its speakers in order to keep pace linguistically with the different developments of modern life – in social and religious matters, in commerce and industry, science and technology, etc. In order to fulfil this vital function, a language must, among other things, extend its vocabulary by employing to a greater or lesser extent the following three methods, (a) creation of new words out of its morphemic and phonemic resources, (b) extension of the use of words already in its vocabulary, and (c) borrowing words from other languages.

When closely observed, one notes that Yorùbá language has employed the last method. That is, borrowing words from other languages with which its speakers have had appreciable contacts far more than the other two methods highlighted above.

Besides Arabic language, notable among other languages from which Yorùbá has borrowed heavily are Hausa and English. Salami (1982) has attributed that of English language to the activities of Christian missionaries (mostly native speakers of English from either British or America) whose influence on education among the Yorùbás, have been remarkable.

He further observed that the unique position of the British who ruled for almost a century, over Nigeria, of which the Yorùbá land is a part has redounded the influence which English language has had and continues to have on Yorùbá language.

At this juncture, it should be remembered that the British brought Christianity religion through their missionary activities, but prior to the coming of the British, Islam had already established itself in the Northern as well as the Western parts of Nigeria and consequently, many Arabic words and expressions had already gained in-road into the Yorùbá language perhaps in the early days of Islam in Yorùbá land. This explains why such words and expressions are often used by the Yorùbá regardless of their religious inclinations, be they Muslims, Christians or traditional worshippers.

The following Yorùbá saying, in the words of Malik, citing Gbadamoşi corroborates the fact that the history of the contact between Yorùbás and Arabic through Islam has been a very long one:

\[
\begin{align*}
Ayé l’abá ‘fá
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Ayé l’abá ‘môle
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Osán gangan nígábó
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Wólé dê.
\end{align*}
\]

We met Ifá (the Yorùbá traditional religion)

in the world

We met Islam in the world, but

Christianity came later in the day.

VI. Arabic Loan Words in the Yorùbá Language

As we have discussed earlier, Arabic language has had a considerable influence on Yorùbá language. The contact of the Yorùbá and Arabic through Islam has affected the social, cultural and commercial life of the
Yorùbá. This is not unusual; it is indeed a general linguistic trend not peculiar to Yorùbá alone. E. Sapir has long observed:

Languages, like cultures, are rarely sufficient unto themselves. The necessity of intercourse brings the speakers of one language into direct or indirect contact with those of neighbouring or culturally dominant languages. The intercourse may be friendly or hostile. It may move on the humdrum plane of business and trade relations or it may consist of borrowing or interchange of spiritual goods – art, science, religion … The simplest kind of influence that one language may exert on another is the ‘borrowing’ of words. When there is cultural borrowing there is always the likelihood that the associated words may be borrowed too. 40

It is gratifying that what Salami (1982) observes of the ‘intercourse’ between the British and the Yorùbá is in conformity with that of the Arabs and the latter. It can also be described as a ‘friendly’ one, moving on the humdrum plane of business and trade relations and consisting of ‘interchange of spiritual goods’. While Ogunbiyi identifies eight subject matter groups in which the Yorùbá language has borrowed words and expressions from Arabic language, 41 Malik, specifically makes a long list of about fifty-eight Arabic loan words that have come into Yorùbá usage which are found in Yorùbá Dictionaries. 42 He also focuses attention on some Arabic loan words which are frequently used by Yorùbá speakers in their daily speech, in Yorùbá poetry (Ewì), as well as in Yorùbá radio and television news bulletins and advertisement. He also makes reference to some Arabic words used in the translation of various editions of Yorùbá Bible. 43

Samples of Arabic loan words used in various editions of the Yorùbá Bible are: الدعاء (al-‘Āfiyah) and منصوب (wa’z) used in the following sentences respectively 44:

1) “Jesu pádè wọ̀n, ọ̀ wí pé Ọlàfía”
   “Jesus met them and said ‘Hail’”
The Yorùbá word “Ọlàfía” is a loan word from the Arabic word al-‘Āfiyah meaning “good health; well-being”. It is used in Mattheu, 28:9, Samuel, 3:21 and Êwé Òwe 17:1

2) “Gbọ́ àdùrà mi, Olówá”
   “Hear my prayer, O Lord”
The Yorùbá word adua is borrowed from the Arabic word al-Du’a meaning, “prayer; supplication”. It is used in Òrùn Dáfídí, 102:1, 65:2 and 142:8

3) “Ọ́ sí wí fùmọ́nọ́, ẹ̀ jẹ́ kí à lọ́ sí lìla mìrànki ẹ̀mi ọ̀ le ṭàsùnùbẹ̀ pélù”
   “And he said to them; let us go onto the next towns that I may preach there also”
The Yorùbá word ìwàsíṣú is borrowed from the Arabic word wa’z meaning “sermon; preaching”. The word is used in Marku, 1:38 and 1:7 and also in Mattheu, 10:7

Abubakre (2002) also states some Arabic words loaned to Yorùbá for a couple of centuries which are now found in the Bible of Samuel Ajayi Crowther and his book of Grammar, as well as the Oxford Dictionary of 1950 and R.C. Abraham Dictionary of Modern Yorùbá of 1958. 45 He enumerates nine words which are, according to him, taken for granted. 46 In his list, only one item tallies with that of Malik just mentioned above [ال-‘أَفْيَاحَ (الدماءة) – Adura/Adua – Supplication]. Others being the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Yorùbá</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>al-‘Amr</td>
<td>əlámọ́rì</td>
<td>matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allāhu Rabbī</td>
<td>əlā̀uy  rǎ̀bị</td>
<td>my Lord, Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khilāfah</td>
<td>əlèèfà</td>
<td>caliphate/ruling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Barakah</td>
<td>əlùbàrikà</td>
<td>blessing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ar-Ra’d</td>
<td>ərà</td>
<td>thunder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ar-Rizq</td>
<td>ərisikì</td>
<td>provision, wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dararùrì</td>
<td>əlùùrì</td>
<td>necessity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sabab</td>
<td>sàbābì</td>
<td>cause</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abubakre’s explanation on this selection is very educative and informative. He observes the manner with which Yorùbá treat the extraneous syllabic features in the borrowed words from Arabic, the like of,
consonant cluster and consonant close. In Arabic *al-Barakah* > *al-lubārikā* in Yorùbá, he maintains that the consonant is broken with an epenthetic vowel, while the Arabic *al-'Amr* > *álāmūrī* in Yorùbá, the consonant close is opened with an anaptytic vowel.\

He further explains switching from Yorùbá language to Arabic at the sentential level. He maintains that switching is a circulated attempts by the literary and non-literary popular artists especially the singers and the preachers in order to impress their audience that they have some knowledge of Arabic. According to him, this act may also be an attempt to demonstrate their religious affiliation or to communicate with God in a theatrical manner of wishing the audience well. He cites an example in a record of Sunny Ade, a Christian artist, who switches to Arabic in order to impress his Muslim fans and also as an emphasis by saying the same thing in different languages or stating the same concepts as Muslims and Christians would have them stated. He quoted Sunny Ade as saying:

*Bí Igbagbó bá mì a wí*  
*A ní modápé Oláwa*  
*Bí Ìmále mì a wí ání*  
*Walillahi lìi amuda (walillahi ’l-hamd)*  
*Amudawaashakura (Hamdan wa shukran)*

When a Christian wishes to express (thanks)  
He says I thank (you o!)  
When a Muslim wishes to express (thanks) he says  
To God belongs praise  
I offer praise and thanks (to God)\

He reiterates further that this sort of switching is also predominant in the lyrics of Muslim artists such as Haruna Ishola in *Apálà*, Yusuf Olutanji and Sanusi Aka in *Sakara* as well as Sikiru Ayinde and Kollington Ayinla in *Fuji*.

It might also be interesting to note that the Yorùbá traditional oral literature contains some notion involving Arabic and Islam. Abubakre, citing Wande Abimbọla quoted the following *Èsè-Ìfù* which includes two Arabic words.

*Igbọ́néwọ́-mèjèèjì ọ̀ sèè-gbérù sùjá*  
*dìfá òun aluakaadi*  
*Ômọ Aàlá*

The two elbows cannot lift a load to the ceiling cast *Ìfù* for *Aluakaadi*  
The son of *Allah*

In this context, the Arabic word for judge, *al-Qadi* and the word *Allah* not minding the sacrilege of attributing son to Him are naturalized.

Samples also abound in Yorùbá literature texts which attest to enormous amount of Arabic loan words and expressions in Yorùbá language. The works like *Atóó-Arére*, *Abíkú s’óloógin d’èké* and *Gbóbàniyì* written by a trio of the contemporary Yorùbá novel writers, *Oladjejo Okejìji*, *OluOwolabi* and *Oladipọ Yemitan* respectively are not an exemption in this regard. In this sense, I have chosen the following sentences in which there are Arabic loan words for illustration:

1. *(1)*  
...*kàdàrá* mì nì mò nì bá kìrì, ohùn tí e bá mì se nì *àdùrá* k’Èdìmàrè jè k’ómọ ọ gbèyìn mì...

I am going all about with my destiny; the prayer you should be offering for me is that may God let me leave a child behind.

The two Yorùbá words, *kàdàrá* and *àdùrá* are borrowed from the Arabic word *qadar* and *al-Du’á*, meaning destiny; fate and prayer; supplication respectively.

2. *(2)*  
*Ta ló mọ iye èniyàn tì obinrin yiì bá láyè jé? Ta ló mọ iye ènì tò tì ránsì alàkìàmọ*.\

Who knows how many people this woman has spoilt their lives? Who can tell how many people she has sent to the world beyond?

The Yorùbá word *alàkìàmọ* is a borrowed word from Arabic word *al-Qiyamah* meaning, heaven: resurrection; the day of final judgement.
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(3)  Bölándlé sì wáá danni sì òún lòkàn, ò sò gbgòbo tànmmòò òún di irò.\(^53\)

(That) Bolanle has disappointed him, she has really dashed his hope.

The Yorùbá word tànmmòò is a borrowed word from Arabic word tammā\(^*\) meaning hope; high-aiming.

(4) Āwọn onilù ñ mú wọn kí lòkọọkàn, āwọn jànmmòò nàà sì ñ nàwò bí ẹlèdà.\(^54\)

The drummers were praising them one after the other, and the gang was spending lavishly.

The Yorùbá word jànmmòò is a borrowed word from Arabic word jamā’ah meaning group (of people); band; gang; party; troop; community.

(5) Ādùrâ jẹ-ó ju ọọgàn ìrọ. Égbà yìi ni Bámédélé mà.\(^55\)

Prayer is more efficient than medicine. Bandele now realised.

The Yorùbá word Ādùrâ is a borrowed word from Arabic word al-Du’ā\(^*\), meaning prayer; supplication.

(6) Ìrètì wa nipe ẹ ọ máa fì ădùră rànrà lòwò lójọjúmà.\(^56\)

Our expectation is that you will always remember us in prayer.

(7) Ė ṣẹ̀n gbogbo ìyìn tì ì ẹ pè lònnì. Ki ál lááfìlà Olórùn màà bá gbogbo yìn gbé.\(^57\)

Thanks to you people here present today. May the peace of Allah abide with you.

The Yorùbá word ál lááfìlà is a borrowed word from Arabic word al-‘Ăfiyah meaning al-Salām, the peace (of Allah) in this context.

VIII. Conclusion

In the foregoing, some insights have been given to Arabic and Yorùbá languages, their speakers, as well as the varieties of the two languages vis-à-vis the standard and colloquial ones. Also explained in this paper are possible influence of Arabic language on Yorùbá language and culture, and Arabic loan words frequently used by Yorùbá speakers in their daily speech, and those found in the Bible, as well as in selected Yorùbá literature texts which attest to enormous amount of Arabic loan words in Yorùbá language.
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